
Sliding axle
The flat bed can be extended by up to
2000 mm for the transport of various
timber lengths by means of an inte-
grated, extensible frame.

The greatest possible flexibility for
loading of the forwarding trailer is
also assured by the stanchions whose
position can be changed by sliding
them along the central spar and the
axle bogie. The operator thus has the
option to optimally adjust the stan-
chion size to various fixed lengths. By
sliding the axle bogie, heavy loads can
be precisely adjusted to the tractor
type, thus avoiding the supporting load
being exceeded and also preventing a
negative supporting load.

Profi forwarding trailers – technical specs
Frame
The strong frame structure which is
based on a torsion-resistant central
spar is the basis for the excellent off-
road handling properties of the
Pfanzelt forwarding trailer, even when
loaded. The central spar is made of
fine grain steels to cope with the high-
est loads. Besides maximum stability,
this design offers maximum ground
clearance. The frame is only welded to
the crane support in the front area,
meaning that the strength of the cen-
tral spar is not compromised.

The central spar has a double wall in
the crane mounting plate area to pro-
vide the forwarding trailer with addi-
tional strength for heavy crane attach-
ments. A second spar is has been
carefully welded to the central spar to
exacting technical standards.



Steerable draw bar
Pfanzelt forwarding trailers are
equipped as standard with a pivoting
draw bar with a large steering angle.
Two powerful hydraulic cylinders that
can be operated from the tractor cab,
even when the assembly is in motion,
facilitate operation even when the
laden forwarding trailer is turned
against the slope. The steerable draw
bar can be mechanically locked when
driving on roads.

Bogie axle
The bogie axle of Pfanzelt forwarding
trailers offers stability during crane
operation and the best possible drive
characteristics, especially in forward-
ing trails. The even distribution of the
ground pressure is another big advan-
tage.

The bogie axle is mounted on lubricat-
able and adjustable spherical articu-
lated bearings. This guarantees true
running for many years.

Brake systems
Pfanzelt profi forwarding trailers are
equipped as standard with a brak- ing
system that acts on four wheels.
Depending on the trailer size, the brak-
ing system is available as a hydraulic
or pneumatic system. The compact
diaphragm brake cylinders are com-
pletely encapsulated with a protec-
tive hood. This means that the brake
system is protected from damage by
sticks or grippers.

Lighting
The lighting system using LED lights is
integrated in the frame. To protect the
lights when working in the forest, these
can be folded in.
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Hitch
The draw bar of the Profi forwarding
trailer is available in both top- and
bottom-hitched versions. The bearings
of the pivoting draw bar in the form of
lubricatable and adjustable spherical
articulated bearings ensure long-term
operating safety of this component
that is subject to heavy loading.

When the trailer is fitted with an inde-
pendent hydraulic oil supply, the pow-
erful piston pump is protected from
damage by encapsulated mounting
either above or below the draw bar.
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